GREAT    TRADE    ROUTE
that statement, the others, if they at all resembled that
specimen, must have been precious old, tough birds. . . .
See how once more virtuous excitement makes the sentences
run away from one, . . . But thank goodness our train is
still in New Jersey and one can go on talking equably about
what one likes.
§
I think what I most look for—or, at any rate, what I most
like when I find it on this section of the Great Route, is
traces of the Jeflfersonian Helleno-Roman public spirit.
Culturally, for me, Jefferson is the greatest man that this
portion of the Route has produced, if only because he fell
in love with the Maison Carree at Nimes. (I think we may
well include New York City, and the State of New Jersey
in the hinterland of the Route proper, with, therefore, equal
rights of citizenship.) And Jefferson's sense of Latin virtues
was strong enough to let him preserve his affection for
Provence and her hinterland long after New England,
shocked at the "excesses" of the French Revolution and of
Mossieu Genet, had decided to wipe off from her accounts
the items of the services of Lafayette and de Grasse in the
day of Yorktown.
It is possible that the spirit of the little towns of the Middle
States is more Roman and grimmish than Hellenic-Provencal.
The city hall of New York, if almost ecstatically lovely in its
surroundings and certainly Mediterranean in its inspiration,
is not an essentially Greek manifestation; and the public
buildings of the little Jersey towns, if Roman enough, are
usually rather grimly bare . . . though to be sure the
touching old pile of Rutgers is as softly aesthetic as one needs
... as if under Roman Republican sternnesses there yet
beat a sentimental heart. ... As perhaps there did.
At any rate, in the inspiriting sunlight over the snow,
Flemington was a sufficiently admirable frame for the
grimmer Latinities of its be-columned brownish court-
house. ... A frame really admirable and appropriate
except for the really extravagantly efficient central heating
of its houses. Of that I can imagine only a very lightly clad

